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Wahl Heat
Seven Seconds to Midnight
Don't Step on the Cracks
Inevitable Records, Import 45
'I'll bet this is inevitable, too. Wahl Heat's leader, Pete Wylie, once worked with other Liverpudlians who now front Echo and the Bunnymen and The Teardrop Explodes. There is, not surprisingly, a sort of synthesis of those two bands' styles in Wahl Heat's efforts. That should be a successful strategy since the disjointedness of Echo might temper the lushness of Teardrop. Might. Unfortunately, this is a muddily produced 45, and it's marred by stylistic defects as well. Wahl Heat are too traditional, they try too hard to find that happy U2-ish middle ground between Echo and Teardrop. "Don't Step on the Cracks" is compositionally strong, but gets messier and messier as it builds; the organ demands cleaner work. However, "Midnight" is a near-success and the singing is so sincere that if you hear it casually it works well. At the end of "Midnight" the guitar shows a real promise, and the drumming is refreshingly subtle in a period when so many bands sustain everything with thunderclap drums. But Wahl Heat need like students, Skeletons, and artists everywhere) to find themselves and their own sound. The musical potential is significant-inevitable may indeed be the word.

Advanced Micro Devices started out a little over a decade ago with eight of the best people in the industry. We're at the top of the integrated circuit field with 9,000 of the best — and friends — people, $225 million in sales over 800 products. We're still growing fast, with the best career opportunities to put you right in the chips with us.

If you're planning a career in Engineering, Finance, Marketing, or Data Processing, we know you're seriously considering the semiconductor industry. We'd like to offer a little piece of advice: Choose the company that will give you the best opportunities right away. Choose AMD.

Advanced Micro Devices

A Career In The Chips

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TODAY WITH YOUR CAREER PLANNING PROFESSIONAL OFFICER OR CALL SALLY HAZARD, ADVANCE MICRO DEVICES, 501 THOMPSON PLACE, M/S 577, SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.